
Men’s Workshop With Simon

10 Steps to Achieving  

Long Term Semen Retention 

Overview 

1. Practice reabsorbing the Life Force of the Seminal Fluid through 
specific body postures (asanas that transmute energies) 

2. Daily practice of PC Muscle with Interrupted Urination Technique 
3. Practice „Edging“ regularly alone (separately from sex with a lover) 
4. Practice „Edging“ with lover before penetration 
5. Practice „Edging“ during Intercourse with your lover 
6. Control the Orgasm through Breath while carefully exiting the Yoni 
7. Redirect Energy at Time of Orgasm 
8. Control Orgasm through PC Muscle preventing Ejaculation 
9. Practice arching the back while redirecting of Orgasmic Energy 
10. Absorb Redirected Orgasmic Energy practicing Brahmacharyasana 
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The Details 

1. Practice Reabsorbing the Life Force of the Seminal Fluid through 
specific body postures (asanas that transmute energies) 

Minimum Recommendation:  Brahmacharyasana 
Next Up Addition:   Virasana  

This is the foundation of the spectrum of minimum practices that 
enable the splitting of the orgasm. Without this as a daily practice 
the volume of orgasmic energy during orgasm will likely be too big 
to be able to influence where the energy goes.


This daily practice trains your body to guide the energies upward. In 
daily practice it is the erotic life force energy. During orgasm it is 
the orgasmic energy, which is the same energy but mystically 
connected to an orgasmic energy field that is the orgasmic form of 
the life force energy. 


Side benefits: emancipation from sexuality as something you „need“, 
but something you are ready for when it aligns with you and a lover


2. Daily practice of PC Muscle with Interrupted Urination Technique 
This builds up the muscle you need in order to be able to stop 

the ejaculation in the moment of orgasm, even while you 
allow for the experience of the orgasm to take place on an 
energetic level. Without this muscle being in shape and 
strong enough, the force of the orgasmic energy will be too 
big and ejaculation will take place.


Side Benefits: The prostate gland enjoys a daily internal 
massage, which can keep it in good health. It’s possible 
that the common prostate cancer happens through dormant 
sexual energy and „under-use“. Deciding to apply the 
interrupted urination technique during every urination 
creates an inbuilt regular practice you don’t have to 
„schedule“ it just happens several times a day.


Energetic Benefits: You can draw up excess sexual energy that 
sometimes builds up in the bladder, adding to the effect 
that none of your life force and sexual energy gets wasted 
AND you have several additional times a day where you 
train your Nadis (your energy pathways) to guide the life 
force energy upwards to the heart, throat or head.
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3. Practice edging regularly alone (separately from sex with a lover) 
The Pleasure Practice is THE time to explore and become 

conscious of the orgasmic energies in your body. This is 
where you can discover how to split the orgasm, without 
the added pressure of a lover present. 


4. Practice edging with lover before penetration 
The Pleasure Practice together with a lover is the time you get 

to bond over a common goal and you bring you lover on 
board with what you are doing and specifically HOW you 
are doing it. Your lover learns your body language when you 
are reaching the „edge of the orgasmic wave“


How: You are playing the „numbers game“ where you call out 
numbers form 1 to 10, meaning 10, you’ve already 
orgasmed, 9 you are coming, 8 is the point of no return and 
7 is the „edge of the wave“. During this erotic exercise you 
and your lover are comfortable but not really in the mode of 
love making, since you are focussing on the numbers and 
experimenting together. You are aming for staying between 
5 and 7 for as long as is comfortable, maybe reaching the 
edge 3-5 times and then deciding to allow yourself to 
experience the orgasm energetically, as you have practiced 
in the Pleasure practice alone. This is where your 
exploration alone pays off. Many women are fascinated  by 
witnessing that this is even possible and come on board 
more by witnessing this in an exercise.


The Main Benefit: Your lover „learns“ your body language and 
comes onboard with your process, starts accepting this 
new form of orgasm as „real“ and even quite a bit more 
exciting than an ejaculatory orgasm.


5. Practice edging during Intercourse with your lover 
Now all the preparation can bear its fruit. You have practiced 

alone and then together with your lover and your lover is 
in tune with the way you are able to ride the wave and 
then split the orgasm. Even the fact that you are both 
intending for this to happen has an effect on the power of 
you being able to guide the energies upward during 
orgasm. 

Make sure you find as many ways as possible to make your 
lover have many, many orgasms, before it is time for you 
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to ride the wave with her then eagerly focusing on you 
(maybe because now it has been so loooong) 

Towards the end of the love making let her be on top. It 
seems easier to split the orgasm in that position. 

Establish a body language for your lover to know when you 
are close and have easy conversations about how even a 
little movement, like flicking her hair, or breathing, can be 
enough to make you come, once you are on the edge of 
the orgasm. Without using the numbers at this stage, but 
remembering what you established in the pleasure 
practice together you are also aiming for being between 5  
and 7 when riding the wave together in the love making. 

6. Control the Orgasm: Hold your Breath & carefully exit the yoni 
Once you have come close to orgasm a few times decide to 

allow the orgasm together (maybe coinciding, maybe not), 
but with MINIMAL additional stimulation. The aim here is 
that you get so close that really just a minimal stimulation 
pushes you over the edge. It could even be that what 
pushes you over the edge is her allowing herself to orgasm 
and the ENERGY of her orgasm pushes you over the edge 
to have an energy orgasm, or just the gently pulling out of 
the yoni is what gives you that last little bit of stimulation to 
ride into your energy orgasm, drawing the energy upwards


7. Redirect Energy at Time of Orgasm (keep holding your breath) 
Now all the practice of directing the orgasmic energy comes in 

to full effect. Have you practiced daily? have you done the 
pleasure practice often enough? The proof is in your ability 
to slit the energy of the orgasm away from the urge to 
ejaculate and towards the upper parts of your body, like 
your heart, throat or your head. 


8. Control Orgasm through PC Muscle preventing Ejaculation     
(keep holding your breath) 

In the MOMENT of ORGASM contract your PC muscle. Here 
too the proff is in this moment: did you practice interrupted 
urination everytime you urinated? Is your PC muscle now so 
strong that it can control the orgasmic energy pressure?


9. Practice arching the back while redirecting orgasmic energy   
(keep holding your breath) 

Arching your back, throwing your head back, contracting your 
shoulder muscles all contribute to drawing the energy 
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upwards and feeling the orgasm in other parts of your body. 
It won’t diminish the feeling of orgasm in your genitals but 
you are expanding that energy to the upper body.


Gently start to breath again. Stay lying on your back to prevent 
liquids being drawn out even after the orgasm


With all aspects aligned you may find that you had a full 
orgasm in your genitals, your heart, throat and head and 
you look down and it was a completely dry orgasm. It may 
be that a small drop comes out afterwards. This may be 
because you applies too much pressure to reach orgasm, or 
you did not alchemize enough of your daily life force energy, 
or it is just your body doing its thing. All is fine. Do not fall 
into the trap of being too ambitious about this practice. Just 
do your best and then learn from the possible variables that 
you may have introduced and get better and better at it 
while you are having an amazing erotic exploration. What’s 
not to love?


10. Absorb Redirected Orgasmic Energy practicing Brahmacharyasana 
After some cuddle time with your lover and bonding over 

different aspects of the amazing love making find an 
appropriate moment before too long to sit up into 
Brahmacharyasana to absorb as much erotic energy from 
the love making into your heart and head as possible. This 
way you keep trainging your energies to always go upward.
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